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ABSTRACT 

In general the tasks associated with vision 
underwater include navigation. obstacle avoidance and 
b0t-m contour following. For all of these tasks a 
3-D description of the underwater world would be 
desirable. Although it is sometimes difficult to 
recover 3-D information from 2- D data. that is 
underwater vision sensors must provide directly 3 -D  
information and the vision processing must be able to 
handle 3-D imagery. the required hardware for ?1 truly 
3-D vision system for underwater application. with 
some minimum range requirement of 200 to 300 meters 
and good resolution, may be extremely complex and 
indeed not yet available. A l s o  3- D images may not 
always be necessary for the operation of an autonomous 
underwater vehicle, which can mean significant 
reductions in the processing. In this paper. the 
generation of a 3- D image repraaentation using 
ride-scan sonar type data, which by definition 
contains only 2-D informotion, is demcribed. The 
technique will not provide a truly 3-D image of the 
ocean topography. however, it is shown that the 
infotmaricn can be sufficient to be used for bottom 
contour following or navigation given a cost function. 
This application is shown in simulation which was 
de\*eloped from real side scan sonar data. 

' 1. INTRODUCTION 

A capable vision system is an essential component 
in the development of an autonomous vehicle. 
#om* form of vision, the autonomous vehicle will not 
be able to navigate around stationary and moving 
obj*cts except perhaps in well defined environments, 
u h * m  a map of the area is available. 
. U s t  be carried out by an autonomous vehicle. for 
which informarion is required from the vision system 
can typically be clasaified into navigation, obstacle 
.roidance. bottom contour following (if required) and 
m'rveillmce. 
to  Satisfy each of these tasks can be described a s  
follows: Navigation roquires generation of images 
uhich can b* t r o n a f o m d  into landmarks and local and 
global area maps Which contain an explicit description 

Without 

The tasks that 

The requirements of the vision system 

of the environment. These can then be used with 
pattern recognition and matching processes to position 
the location of the vehicle. and to navigate the 
vehicle through the.optimum path that will satisfy 
some predefined cost function. For this purpose, the 
vision system must have high resolution and if 
possible be able to generate a 3-D representation. 
For obstacle avoidance, the important requirement is 
that obstacles in the path of the vehicle are detected 
with enough advanced warning so that the vehicle can 
maneuver around the object. To some extent. the 
minimum performance of the obstacle avoidance system 
is very much dependent on the motion control and 
response and motion characteristics of the vehicle. 
This would require both long range and a vide field of 
view as w e l l  as rea1 time images and processing over 
the full area of view. Under surveillance mode, the 
vision system observes the environment and decects 
activities that can potentially be of threat to the 
vehicle. The most important requirements for 
surveillance are extended range and directionality 
such that the threat object and its location can be 
determined. Bottom contour following can to some 
extent be considered vith obstacle avoidance except in 
those instances vhen the desired mode of operation is 
for the vehicle to move very close to the ocean 
bottom. In this case the bottom following vision 
system (altitude information) may be a completely 
separate system. Additionally under certain 
circumstances the depth information can be used for 
navigation if an area map with depth information is 
available. The location of the vehicle is determined 
from the present and past depth readings as these 
match with the onboard map. Each of these 
requirements can be translated into constraints on the 
choice of the aensors and the data conditioning 
algorithms. 

Typically. machine readable vision images can be 
produced by video, active or passive sonar or laser 
systems. Each of these systems have their sdvnntages 
and disadvantages when used on an underwater vehicle 
and some comparison between the systems is given in 
TABLE I. 
not more than perhaps 20 feet under rather ideal 
conditions. Hovever. high resolution images can be 

, 

Video cameras usually have a limited range, 
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produced, especially with the use of Stereo cameras. 
A1.0, \.ideo images can g i ~ e  information aboul the 
phpmical propertier of the image. color and 
reflectance, which can be useful for identification of 
the object. A c t I v e  sonar aystems for image generation 
can be deaigned to have a very long range. howe\.er. 
uaually aonar systems have a poor resolution as 
compared to video images. 
range) can be Improved. but this vi11 be accompsnied 
by a reduction in range. 
by an increase in the frequency of operation of the 
aonar and by a shorter pulse width. However. 
increaaed frequency implies an increase in 
transmiasion absorption which reduces the range. 
Another diaadvontage of active sonar systems is that 
under certain circumstances it may not be possible to 
operate an active sonar bpcause i t  may be "too noisy". 
P a a s i v e  sonar syst ems are ideal for survei Ilonce 
operations. 
uaed to determine directionality and thus bearing of 
the threat object. The main advantage apart from 
range ia that these. by definition, are quiet systems. 
However. the main disadvantage ia that only threat 
objects that generate 3 self noise level higher then 
the aobient noise levels in the vicinity of the 
passive sonar will be detected. 

The resolution (azimuth and 

Resolution csn be increased 

These offer very long range and can he 

TABLE 1 - 
VISION HARDWARE N A L U A n O N  

*Cannot be uaed for Image generation of ocean 
bottom topography. 

Vnderwater laser range finders are still to some 
extent in the atages of drvelopment. Laser svstemli 
have the advantages of high resolution arid if high 
energy ahort warelength lasers 1 such as blue-grern 
lasers (1) are uaed. the range can be up to 200 feet, 
which may be acceptablo for a medium apecd vehicle. 

2 .  A~plications of Active Sonar 
Acoustic (8CtfV. aonor) systema nre presently 

the most extensively uaed aystems for underwater 
image generation. For most of the tasks described 
above. the Ides1 vision ayrtem provides 3 3- D 
description of the world around i t .  In generol i t  may 

be difflcult and possibly more expensive L O  recover a 
3-D information from 2-0 data and therefore the 
aensorr must provide directly 3-D data and the vision 
processinp m u a t  be able to handle 3- D imegrry. For 
autonomous land vehicles 3- D images are gener3ted hv 
atereo vision. For underwater applications, using 
acouatical techniques, stereo vision technique:: are in 
general impossfble to implement brcausr of tvo  

reasons. F i r s t .  the two rom$mnrnts of the Syatem w i l l  

increase the reverberat ion level hence reducing the 
performance of enrh component of the nymtem and aecond 
the separation diatmnre required between thm two 
elements of the system would be rather lnrge. 
Therefore. although Ideally 3- D  images are to be 
generated. 3-0 images with good resolution may not be 
possible to genernte. at lrant with present systems. 

A number of system?. that in genernl generate 2 - D  
images are commercially available. These systems a r c  
different methods of operation and there area 
trade-offs between resolution and speed. 
follows, a description of some typical systems and 
their method of operation is given together with 
their major advantages nnd disadvantages. F o l l o ~ l n ~  
in the nest section is a postprocessing technique that 
can be used with side s r a n  sonar ty.pe data to gix'e 3 

3- D representation from essentially 2 -D  images. 
All sonar systems hnve the same bosic principlp 

of operation. the area or object to be identified is 
insonified by acoustic energy. Thr range to the 
object is determined by measuring the time delay 
between the transmitted and returned (back sc3ttered) 
signal ( 2 ) .  What is of great interest in underv~trr 
moving vehiclcs is forward look sonar (FLS), since 
this will give the information required to plsn the 
motion of the vehicle. Thc. main differences between 
the various FLS that are available are mainly in the 
way the information is retrieved once the frontal v i e w  
is insonified. Generally available FLS can be 
classified as. pulfied mechanicslly scanned. continuous 
transmission frequency modulated (CTFH). also 
mechanicollv acanned. electronicolly scanned s o n a r  and 
multiple beam sonar. 

similar to sidr scan sonar and information i s  obtained 
one sec tor  a t  a time compared to a line s t  a t i m i .  3 s  
with tide scan sonar. The resolution is determined by 
the beamwidth of the projector transducer and the 
duration of the pulse. To scan a vidv angle of virc., 
this system would be too slow unless rhe a z i m u t h  
rrsolution is compromised. The time for each scan i s  
dependent on the r3ngc. and beamwidth, 3 90 dog scan 
with a rangr of 400m 3nd 3 beamwidth of 2 deg, would 
typically t a k e  aboi:~ L 8  seconds. To decrease the 
scanning timr. eithrr the range hss L O  be reducrd o r  
Lhv beamwidth Incrc.is;rd resulting in 3 reduction in 
azimuth resolution. The relatively sloc. coveragt. r a t ( .  
is thr main disadvsntage of this type of FLS. i t s  m a i n  
advantage is its simplicity. The s l o w  coverage r a t e  
can cause significant distortion in the produced 
images because of the vehicle motion and this vould 
have to be compensated. This type of FLS can however 
be coupled to an Intelligciit system which can control 
the sertors to be scnrliied and thus. t o  some extent. 
improve the coverage rate. 
moving vehicle. changes in the environment are also 
going to be relati\*ely slow. except perhaps for other 
moving object,. The system can he instructed t o  limit 
its scan t o  those sectors where moving objects have 
been detected. If motion compensation is Included for 
a high speed vehicle, t h n  instead of the sonar 
elrmrnl being rotated to .can O V C I  n particulmr 
sector. t h r  sonar element car1 be operated i n  a 
"rocker" mode ( 2 ) .  In this CJSP, the transducer is 
r n t a t e d  about a horizontal axis parallel to the 
direction of motion inste3d of about a verticil anis. 
as in the sector scan mode. The main disadvantaKe o f  
this operation is the limited scan angle. however. 
objects stay in the same line as they become closer to 
the vehicle which simplifies motion compensation. 

I n  what 

Pulsed mechanically scanned sonsr'ic very much 

For a relatively slow 
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czRl mechanically scanned sonar systems address 
tk problor of ,low coverage inherent in pulsed 
-chanicallY scannod sonar, by transmittins a 
continuous savtooth froquenc\' signal. 
"+hod of operation, the CTFM process transforms the 

ronlo tho f o ~  of froqu.ncy rhifts. 

gcarming 
as compared t o  the pulsed sonar. 

7flical scanning rates for CTFM sonar systems are 30 
bl,goCOnd. 

 hat is. a 90 dag sector can be scanned 

roCo. it can still potontially distort the image 
ootpuc for fast moving vehicle if no compensation is 

oll-d. 
tk bti.uth rogolution. typically about 1 to 2 degrees. 
*"in disadvantage of CTFM sonar systems is the 
r.alo resolution. 
)rocornor filters roquired to detect shifts in the 
fmuoncy and for a fixed number of filters. the 
wgolution degrades vith increasing range. 

tho number of filters emploved give about 

with this 

information into the frequency domain in 
This improves the 

socondr, which is therefore the interval between 
updates. Although this is a much faster scan 

Tho main advantage of CTFM sonar systems is 
scan rate vhich thus allows a high 

This is determined by the number of 

In 

of tho resolution of a pulsed mechrnically 
rc.a,,.d sonar. 
,wroagod to improve resolution. then the scannlng 

If the number of processor filters is 

will drop and the CTFn sonar loses its coverage 

&,othor form of acnnning sonar is the "within 
.dvant.O*- 

ol.ctronic scanning sonar. generally referred 
modulation scanning. This type of FLS 

ha very f a s t  scan rate, typically about 15 KHt. 
&ich 1. dopondent on the pulse length and thc sector 
.rslo of scan. The sonar beam is scanned over the 
*lo sector of interest for every range resolution 
cOll, which is oquivalent to the pulse length. hence 
%thin pulse" scanning. The azimuth resolution is 
eiJ1.r to tllat of the pulsed and CTFM mechanically 
rmn.d sonar systoms. This type of FLS combines fast 
rrnp ratos with high range resolution. 
disdvantago is its complexity especially the 
01.ecronic steering. Bocausc of the fast sweep rates. 
~ l u t r o n i c  scanning must bo usod. A l s o ,  this type of 
. .ur is usually 1imit.d to high froquoncy operation 
haurn. of tho roducod ~ f f o c t i ~ e  length of the sonar 
trbnoducor vhen the beam is steered t o  the edges of 
tbo sector avay from the direction normal to the 
tranoducor. 

r y r o t i o n  which 1 s  very similar to.that of side scan 
a u r ,  that is in penoral they have a narrov 
L.ritoata1 h a m  p a t t o m  (approximately 1 to 2 

I t s  main 

Tho FLS systems .just described have a mode of 

. - m a ) .  and a wide vertical beam pattern 
. ( m x i N t O l y  80 dog). The type of images 
.>!-- m r a t . d  by those systems can in gonoral be 

- 6 .  h r1b.d as 2-D images. similar to an aerial 
' 4 .  I ks t rW illuminated from the side. However, from 

btrw contour Can be generated as described in 
Irriocl Tho resulting images can then be used by 
rl. for navigation. provided the resolution i s  
~ o r o .  MditiOnallY, this information can also be - *Or optimm path Planning given some desired set 

.- s 
inforution a 3-D representation of the Ocean 

modes and for bottom contour following. 
hother type of FLS systems for  obstacle 

-id.aco U.09 the concept of acoustic ",&isL.ers". 
k .*iSk*rs'* are multiple acoustic beams th3t 
m J w t  in different directions to "watch** for 
h u l * n .  
rJ.*oto' v*hicle IS 3 horizontal layers of 5 

A typical arrangement presently used on an 

pot layer pointing to the front of the 
c'~--wclo ( 3 ) .  With a larger number of beams i n  L& i 

-." . r ; n j  - 
- 5 . c  - . .- 

the horizontal direction are now becoming .\-ailable. L 

The main advantages of multibeam sonar systems are the 
higher rates of data gathering. and thus to some 
extent these systems are not prone to platform motion 
distortion. the range resolution is relatod to the 
pulse length. and that there are no moving parts. 
Hnuever. typically multibeam FLS have rathrr poor 
nrimuth resolution (approximatelu 10 deg) although on 
some new and projected systems with 60  or more beams 
( 2 1 ,  a higher resolution is achieved. The main 
dissdrsntages of multlbesm systems are the complexity 
in the hardware and the fact that a number of 
trsneducers are ell pinginR a t  the same time making 
the system potentially very noisy. In basic terms the 
system can be considered t o  consist of an amslgamation 
of a number of individual sonar systems a11 looking in 
different directions simultaneously. Therefore either 
multiple identical channels are used which would make 
the system bulky or alternatively some form of 
multiplesing is used. The use of such FLS for contour 
generation vould require an inordinate number of beams 
making this type inspproprlate for such a task. 

3. 3-D Contours from Side-Scan type Sonar Data 

general types of FLS systems. apart from the multiple 
beam type, 3-D representation of the ocean bottom 
contour can only be generated through postprocessing. 
With side scan sonar type data. 3-D imsges can be 
obtained from geometrical scaling of the 2- D images. 
Vertical resolution of objects in the insonified area 
can be estimated from knowledge of the length of the 
ocoustic shadow behind the object of interest and the 
location above the bottam of the sonar transducer. 
Sinre the operation of the FLS for which this 
technique is applicable is similar to that of side 
scan sonar, vith the only difference that for the FLS 
the information vould be in the form of anglelrange as 
compared t o  a series of parallel lines of range 
information. the application of this technique is 
demonstrated on side-scan data obtained off shore in 
the local area. 

doscribod as follows ( 2 ) .  A fan shapod boar is 
rsdiatod by the sonar transducer (Figuro l ( a ) ) .  
Typically the type of signal contained in this 
scousticsl wave is a short duration transient. a 
chirp. The transmitted acoustic transient w i l l  be 
reflected off the ocean bottom with the reflections 
from near objects arriving first. Considering a line 
contour (Figure l(b)), bersuse of the upsloping f3ce 
of the contour the returned signal from this face will 
arrive together vit5 other returned signals making the 
instantaneous recelved signal level stronger. Beyond 
the maximum height of the bottom contour no 
reflections will be received until a line of sight is 
again established w i t h  the ocean bottom and thus there 
is a period of time for vhich no signal is received. 
and thus what I s  generally referrod t o  a s  an acoustic 
shadow is obtained behind the high point in the 
contour. The signal received from t h i s  simple contour 
geometry vi11 be similar t o  the one shown in Figure 
l(c). 
amplifier with a time varying gain (TVC). which 
compensates for the spreading losses and the 
absorption of the sound waves as they propagate 
through the water. Figure l(d) represents the 
received signal after i t  is passed through the TVC 
amplifier. To enhance the difference in the received 
signal vitl time the signal is full wave rectified and 
the result a shown in Figure l(e). All this 
processing s standard on most sidescan sonar systems. 

Having discussed the modes of operation of the 

The operation of a side scan sonar can be 

This received signal is passed through an 
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( a )  

ir) 

Fig. 1 Operation of a side scan sonar. (a! 
Acoustic wave output from sonar transducer: 
(b) bottom contour: (c) returned echo 
signal; ( d )  TVC processed echo signal: 
( 0 )  rectified TVC output. 

the rectlfi8d signal la  the input to the groptiics 
recorder and this controls the intensity of the image. 

The sequonce of the dlfferent levels of the 
receivod time signals is influenced by whether there 
is a posit iv8 (upward) dlsplscement 111 the contour o r  
negative (downward) displacement. For the c a s e  

described above of a posicive contour displscement , 
the sequence of signal levels is a s  f o l l o v s .  
Starting vith a normal level. the level then incre:,:vr: 
after which the level first goes back to the normal 
level and then goes t o  zero in the shsdov are3 and 
then returns back t o  a normal level beyond the shadow 
rogion. If on the other hand the contour had Y 

negative contour displacement then the sequrnce of 
lovels vould be. starting vith a normal level. the 
signal then goes t o  zero signifying a shddow area. 
then the signal increases above the normal level due 
to reflections from the upsloping side of the f a r  end 

Fig. 2 Sequelme of signal levels for a nep3til.c 
displacemrnt contour. (a! Contour: 
Ib) rectified output signal. 

of the negative displscement contour and finally t h e  
~ i g n a l  goes back to normal level (Figure 2 ) .  

can be used t o  determine the locstion of obstacles 
(posi t i r e  displacement contour) o r  crat err (ncgativi, 
displacement contours) in the ocean bottom. 
height of the object or the depth of the crater is 
determined from the length of the shsdou. Considering 
again a simple geometry (Figure 3). the height of the 
obstacle can be determined using similar trisngles, 
giving 

Such difference in the sequence of' signal l r v r l s  

The 

Hf 
Ls + R S  

"t - Ls 

where H, is the height of thr objects: R, I S  thr 
range to the object; L, is the length of thp shadou: 
and Iff the attitude of the sonar trnnsdurcr obo1.r  
the bottom. The resolution by vhjch the height of an 
obstaclc or the depth of a hale is estimoted ~ o u l d  be 
the same a s  the range resolution of the sonar, \;hich 
thus is a function of the frrquencv and the duration 
of the projected scouatlc transient. 

...-. ",I.<. 

... ...... boa-  bed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Fig. 3 Geometry to determine obstacle height frorr 
acoustic shsdnv length. 

A simulation of 3 typical sequence of signal 
le\*eIs snd the cslculotad helght of obstacles and 
craters is shown in Figure ( 4 ) .  where Fxgure &(a) 
represents a typic31 bottom contour thit will cenerate 
the rectified signal shown In Figure L(b) and FiEure 
4 ( r '  shows the computed contour. As can be ohrerved 
by comparing Figures and ( c ) .  the rompuced 
contour is only an approximste represenratlon of the 
actual contour. The C U ~ I - J C U ~ C ~  of the arcual contour 
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rig. L Results of contour eatimatea for simulated 
data. 
in the acouatic ahadow zones): (b) rectified 
aonar output: (c) estimated contour. 

( a )  Actual contour (shaded areas are 

.~, not dete-ined. 
of the r.aolution of tho sonar asatem. 

Using thia technique it is poaaible to generatc a 
*D imago of the ocean bottom over vhich an autonomous 
rehiclo can navigate according t o  some cost function 
ruth to go from point A t o  point B lower risk and 3 
loa, expensive misaion i a  obtained by ataying as closr. 

po.afblo t o  the bottom alwaya finding the maximum 
depth. 
data collectod off the shore of Boca Raton. 

uaabl. i m p 0 9  for the optimum path planner is 
described in the next aection. While collecting the 
data apart from generating a hard copy, records vere 
also u d o  on a magnetic tape recorder. The data was 
then digitally processed to extract the contour 
information. To remove errors between contour data 
obtainod from each line (time signal). a leaat 
rquaroa error method waa used to adjuat the overall 
boight of oach contour line. The results of the 
analysis i a  shown in Figure ( 5 )  where Figure 5 ( a )  
rhoua tho output of tho aidescan graphic. recorder and 
?igure 5(b) ahows the eatimated contour data. 

b .  Vision Procossing 

tho input t o  a vision module for an autonomour 
underv8tor vohiclc. The architecture ( 4 )  of a typical 
virion ayatom is ahown in Figure ( 6 ) .  The module 
l a  divldod into four aubmodulea which convert the rav 
ronror contour to a high-level deacription of the 
r0nr.d *nvironment. F i r a t ,  the renaor data is 
corroeted. that is. it l a  put in a sensor-independent 
fo-t auch as an regular elevation map. 
object. which are not part of the bottom contour are 
a*p.ratod from the background. Then, local geometric 
attributes, such aa slopes or curvatures, are 
corWt*d at each data point. Lastly, the data is 
convort*d into a graph of regiona which constitute the 

However. this la also a function 

Thia la domonatrated uaing aide scan sonar 

of the procoaaing used t o  generate machinc 
The 

Tho 3-D reprerentation of the bottom contour is 

Second, 

level description of the scene. 
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Pig. 5 Estimated bottom contour for real data. 
( a )  Output of side scan sonar  recorder: 
(b) estimated contour for  same area. 

Based on this architecture. ve have developed a 
vision module for bottom contour deacription from 
side-acan aonar data. The virion module producer a 
description of the bottom surface based on curvature 
properties which is a set of regions identified 3 s  
"hill" or "valleya". The virion processing proceeds 
in three steps: 

1. Correction: The elevation map image produced 
by the sonar is smoothed by a Gaussian filter. 

2 .  Local attributea cornputition: The mean 
curvature. H. and the Gausaian curvature. K. are 
computed at each point of the rurface (Figure 7 ) .  I f  
the elevation map i a  viewed as a function L - f(x.y), 
where z is the elevation. and x and y are the axis of 
the image, the curvaturea are computed by estimating 
the flrst and second derivatives of f(x.y) at erch 
point and deriving the first and second fundamental 
forms matrices. The derivatives of f(x.y) are 
estimated by approximating f(x.y) by a quadratic form 
in a neighborhood around each point. 
assuming that, in a 3x3 neighborhood of a point. the 

Precisely. 
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CORReCTION n 
lig. 6 Architecture of the Vision module. 

b I 
1 

Fig. 7 Generating the H-K representation. 

surface z - flx.y) is approximated by a qusdratic 
function 

- A . ' + B 2 + C  i1 + D i + E  1 + F .  
zil 1 1 

vhcre i and j arv  betveen -1 and 1, then the second 
d e r l v a t i ~ e  with respect to x i s  gi'en by: 

the 

Sjd  
the 
of 
dep 
res 
of 

Fig. 8 Smoothed elevation map of the ocean 
hat t om. 

Fig. 9 

The descrlption of the bottom surface produced by 

Surface description of ocean bottom used 
for path plsnning. * 

this type of vision processing is used f o r  three 
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